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Spin dynamics in the single-ion magnet [Er(W5O18)2]9−
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In this work we present a detailed NMR and μ+SR investigation of the spin dynamics in the new hydrated
sodium salt containing the single-ion magnet [Er(W5O18)2]9−. The 1H NMR absorption spectra at various applied
magnetic fields present a line broadening on decreasing temperature which indicates a progressive spin freezing
of the single-molecule magnetic moments. The onset of quasistatic local magnetic fields, due to spin freezing,
is observed also in the muon relaxation curves at low temperature. Both techniques yield a local field distribution
of the order of 0.1–0.2 T, which appears to be of dipolar origin. On decreasing the temperature, a gradual loss
of the 1H NMR signal intensity is observed, a phenomenon known as wipe-out effect. The effect is analyzed
quantitatively on the basis of a simple model which relies on the enhancement of the NMR spin-spin, T −1

2 ,
relaxation rate due to the slowing down of the magnetic fluctuations. Measurements of spin-lattice relaxation
rate T −1

1 for 1H NMR and of the muon longitudinal relaxation rate λ show an increase as the temperature is
lowered. However, while for the NMR case the signal is lost before reaching the very slow fluctuation region,
the muon spin-lattice relaxation λ can be followed until very low temperatures and the characteristic maximum,
reached when the electronic spin fluctuation frequency becomes of the order of the muon Larmor frequency,
can be observed. At high temperatures, the data can be well reproduced with a simple model based on a single
correlation time τ = τ0 exp(�/T) for the magnetic fluctuations. However, to fit the relaxation data for both NMR
and μ+SR over the whole temperature and magnetic field range, one has to use a more detailed model that takes
into account spin-phonon transitions among the Er3+ magnetic sublevels. A good agreement for both proton NMR
and μ+SR relaxation is obtained, which confirms the validity of the energy level scheme previously calculated
from an effective crystal field Hamiltonian.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.97.144414

I. INTRODUCTION

In the last decades, a large effort has been devoted to
the chemical design of low-dimensional molecular magnets
with tailored magnetic properties suitable for the study of
the nanoscale molecular magnetism and for different possible
applications like magnetic storage, quantum computation,
spintronics and so on [1,2]. One dimensional (1D) magnetic
chains and zero-dimensional systems, i.e., magnetic molecular
rings and clusters, have been thoroughly investigated to test
theoretical models on real systems like, e.g., Glauber dynamics
[3] in ferrimagnetic anisotropic magnetic chains [4–9] and
Villain’s conjecture [10–12] in fully frustrated quasi-one-
dimensional molecular magnets [13–17]. Furthermore, the
study of molecular clusters has led to the discovery of new
interesting effects such as quantum tunneling of the magneti-
zation [18–22], the magnetic Berry phase [23], and the resonant
phonon trapping mechanism for the magnetization relaxation
[24].

Anyhow, the research on molecular magnetism has been
dominated by wide-spread investigations of the so-called
molecular nanomagnets or single-molecule-magnets (SMMs).
From a chemical point of view, they are polynuclear metal
complexes, which can act like individual, isolated magnets,
since in the solid state these magnetic molecules are shielded
from each other by a shell of bulky organic ligands leading
to strong intramolecular exchange interactions among the
magnetic centers and negligible inter-molecular magnetic in-
teractions among molecules. With access to different chemical
approaches, it is possible to synthesize a variety of complexes
having various numbers and types of magnetic atoms in each
molecule. The reduced number of magnetic atoms involved
makes often possible to determine, through analytical or
numerical methods, the structure of the discrete energy levels
and consequently the physical properties of most molecular
clusters.

The high-spin ground state and the uniaxial magnetic
anisotropy [25] of SMMs lead to an extreme slowing down
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FIG. 1. Pictorial representation of the distribution of the water
molecules (only the oxygens are shown) around the central Er3+ ion
obtained from the crystallographic data.

of the magnetization on decreasing the temperature, with
promise for the development of devices in the field of quantum
computing [26,27] and high-density memory storage [18,28].

Recently, a second generation of molecular nanomagnets,
referred to as single-ion magnets (SIMs) and characterized by
a “double-decker” structure entrapping one lanthanide (Ln)
trivalent ion, has been reported. These mononuclear lanthanoid
complexes are exemplified by phthalocyaninato [29] and by
polyoxometalate (POM) complexes [30–32]. Compared with
the first generation of nanomagnets, these single-ion magnets
have shown to exhibit more pronounced quantum effects
making them a very suitable source of molecular spin qubits for
quantum computing [31] and, more recently, very promising
high-anisotropy-barrier systems with future look to magnetic
memories [33,34].

A representative example of POM complexes is provided by
the series Na9[Ln(W5O18)2] · xH2O. In this paper, we focus on
the Er3+ derivative of this family, whose chemical preparation
has been already described [30]. The magnetic molecule
[Er(W5O18)2]9− (in short ErW10) consists of a single Er3+ ion
with a J = 15/2 ground-state angular momentum sandwiched
between two [W5O18]6−− POM moieties. In the structure, this
molecular anion is surrounded by Na+ cations octahedrally
coordinated by oxygen atoms and by water molecules. The
compound crystallizes in a triclinic structure with Z = 2
molecules per unit cell. Intermolecular spin-spin interactions
are expected to be very weak because Er3+-Er3+ distances
are ∼13 Å [32]. The complete formula of the compound
studied [30], i.e., Na9ErW10O71H68, shows that the protons
that can be detected in an NMR experiment are present
only in the water molecules surrounding the Er3+ ion and
distributed rather symmetrically around the Er3+ ion as shown
in Fig. 1. Thus the protons of the water molecules are a suitable
probe of the magnetic static and dynamic properties of the
Er3+ ion through the long-range nuclear-electron hyperfine

dipolar interaction. The very large difference between the
susceptibilities [30–32] along the molecular z axis and those
perpendicular to it indicates a strong uniaxial character of the
magnetic anisotropy, which is due to the zero-field splitting of
J ground state of the lanthanide ion when it is placed in a ligand
field (LF). The easy axis for the magnetization is achieved, in
this case, by the stabilization of sublevels with a large |Jz|
value in a D4d LF symmetry [35–37]. This large uniaxial
anisotropy leads to interesting spin dynamical effects such as
the slowing down of the magnetic relaxation (characteristics
of the single-molecule magnets, SMMs) and the quantum
tunneling of the magnetization at very low temperature [30].

From the above, it is evident that the investigation and
modelization of the magnetization dynamics in molecular
clusters is crucial for unraveling the physical mechanisms
responsible for the observed quantum phenomena and their
outlook for future technological applications. On the other
hand, to understand in details the spin dynamics of such
complexes, the experimental techniques that make use of
local probes, like, e.g., NMR, μ+SR, neutron scattering, and
Mossbauer spectroscopy represent an ideal tool. Along this
research line, in this paper, the magnetic properties and local
spin dynamics of this SIM compound will be investigated by
means of NMR and μ+SR techniques. With the former we will
study the 1H absorption spectra and the behavior of spin-lattice
(T1) and spin-spin (T2) relaxation times at three different fields
(B = 3.46, 1.5, 0.43 T) as a function of temperature in the
temperature range 1.6 K < T < 300 K, measured on a powder
sample with a Fourier transform (FT) pulse spectrometer.
With the latter, we will investigate the magnetic properties
and spin dynamics of the sample by analyzing the muon
relaxation rates taken, as a function of temperature (1.5 K <

T < 100 K), at two applied longitudinal fields B = 0.05, 0.2T.
These measurements have been performed at the Paul Scherrer
Institute (PSI) facility in Villigen (CH), on the GPS beam line.
We remark that the investigation of the absorption spectra and
the dynamics of nuclear and muon probes allows one to access
the electronic spin dynamics through the respective hyperfine
interaction.

II. NMR RESULTS

A. Proton NMR line shape and linewidth

The NMR line shape was obtained in two different ways:
(i) for sufficiently narrow lines such that the intensity of
the radio-frequency field was strong enough to irradiate the
whole NMR line, the spectra were obtained from the Fourier
transform (FT) at half of the echo signal of a standard spin-echo
pulse sequence with the π /2 pulse in the range 1.7 μs < π /2 <

3.5 μs (depending of the magnetic field applied); (ii) for broad
lines, the line shape was obtained by plotting the envelope of
the FTs of the echo signal by keeping constant the magnetic
field and by sweeping the frequency. A few representative
1H NMR spectra, collected at selected temperatures at B =
3.46 and 0.43 T (inset), are shown in Fig. 2(a) (the spectra at
very low temperature at lower field are not displayed, since the
signal was poor and the spectra very noisy). The full width at
half maximum (FWHM) is plotted as a function of temperature
in Fig. 2(b). The data for the very broad spectra below 50 K
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FIG. 2. (a) 1H NMR absorption spectra at selected temperatures
for ErW10 at B = 3.46 T (B = 0.43 T in the inset). The very broad
spectra at low temperature are obtained by sweeping the frequency
as described in the text. (b) FWHM as a function of temperature for
ErW10 at B = 3.46 and 0.43 T. In this plot we report only the data
obtained from the Fourier transform of the echo signal, which yields
the correct result only if the spectral width of the radio frequency
pulse is wider than the NMR width (see text).

are not shown in Fig. 2(b), because the definition of a width
is ambiguous; in fact, as seen in Fig. 2(a) for the spectrum at
4.2 and 2.2 K, there is a narrow component associated with the
protons far from the magnetic Er+3 and a broad asymmetric
line related to the protons, which are subjected to a local
hyperfine field. The analysis of the data in Fig. 2 leads to the
following qualitative conclusions.

(i) The increase of the linewidth down to about 50-K tracks
the Curie-type increase of the magnetic susceptibility [30]. The
magnetic field dependence indicates that the broadening is due
to the distribution of local hyperfine fields at the proton site due
to the interaction with the paramagnetic moment induced by
the field on the Er3+ magnetic ion.

(ii) The NMR lines in the paramagnetic region (above
50 K) are inhomogeneously broadened without a significant
frequency shift of the center from the Larmor frequency (the
zero frequency in the graphs) ωL = γB0. This clearly indicates
that the hyperfine interaction between the protons and the

magnetic ions is only of dipolar origin; in fact, in a powder
sample, the dipolar local field averaged over a large number of
nonequivalent protons yields a zero average value.

(iii) Below 50 K, the system no longer behaves as a simple
paramagnet; in fact, the effective Curie constant χT gradually
decreases as a result of depopulation of the highest crystal-
field levels [30]. On the other hand, the slowing down of the
magnetic fluctuations generates quasistatic local fields at the
nuclear site, which, in turn, produce a large broadening of the
NMR line. We will refer in the following to this slowing down
of the magnetization as spin freezing effect: the spins tend to
line up along the anisotropy direction and the experimental
detection of this phenomenon depends on the characteristic
frequency of the probe. For NMR, the spin freezing occurs
when the fluctuation frequency of the single molecule magnetic
moment becomes smaller than the precession frequency of the
protons in the local field, i.e., in the megahertz (MHz) range.

The NMR line when the local fields become static is no
longer proportional to the applied magnetic field and has a
structure due to the vector combination of the external field
and the local field related to the magnetic moment of the
molecule along the anisotropy direction [see Fig. 2(b)]. From
the spectrum at T = 2.2 K [Fig. 2(a)], one can extract the
order of magnitude for the distribution of the local fields
by evaluating the FWHM of the broad component of the
spectrum. One finds a FWHM of about 4.5 MHz corresponding
to δB ≈ 0.1 T. Similar effects of spin freezing on the NMR line
shape have been observed and discussed in low-dimensional
molecular magnets [8,16] and in SMMs [38–40].

B. T−1
2 results and wipe-out effect

The 1H spin-spin relaxation rate T −1
2 was measured with

a standard Hahn-echo sequence by evaluating the exponential
decay of the amplitude of the echo signal as a function of
the time of the acquisition of the echo, which is twice the
time between the π /2 and the π pulses of the sequence. The
temperature dependence of the proton transverse relaxation
rate is shown in Fig. 3. The value of T −1

2 at room tempera-
ture is due to proton nuclear dipole-dipole interactions, it is
temperature and magnetic field independent and the order of
magnitude is T −1

2 ≈ 20 ms−1, a value coherent with those of all
the molecular magnets [41]. The enhancement of the spin-spin
relaxation rate at low temperature is a direct consequence
of the slowing down of the magnetic fluctuations as will be
discussed further on. We point out here that the evaluation of
the T −1

2 parameter is affected by the instrumental limits of the
NMR spectrometer. Since the dead time of the radio frequency
receiver is of the order of τd = 10−5 s, an echo signal which
decays faster than the dead time cannot be detected. Thus when
the 1H transverse relaxation time T2 becomes shorter than τd,
the NMR signal is lost and the T2 can no longer be measured.
The loss of signal intensity is known as wipe-out effect [38].
It turns out that the progressive loss of signal intensity can
be analyzed successfully with a simple model, which captures
the main features of the wipe-out effect [38] and allows one to
obtain information about the spin dynamics [38,42].

Since the wipe-out effect [38] is due to the divergent
behavior of the spin-spin relaxation rate, we assume that the
enhancement is related to the zero-frequency components of
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FIG. 3. 1H NMR spin-spin relaxation rate T −1
2 as a function of

temperature for ErW10 at B = 3.46 and 0.43 T. The increase of the
relaxation rate is characteristic of SMMs and it is accompanied by the
wipe-out effect [38].

the fluctuations of the local hyperfine fields at the proton
site. In the framework of the weak collision, fast motion
approximation, the spin-spin relaxation rate can be expressed
by the Redfield equation [43]:

T −1
2 = γ 2

N

〈
δB2

z

〉
τ (T ) ∝ γ 2

N

〈
δμ2

e

〉
r6

τ (T ). (1)

In Eq. (1), 〈δB2
z 〉 is the longitudinal fluctuating field orig-

inating from a magnetic moment sitting at a distance r from
the 1H spin and τ is the correlation time (here assumed to
be a single dominating correlation time, see next paragraph
for a more detailed discussion) where we assumed a spectral
density for the fluctuations with Lorenzian form, which reduces
simply to τ (T ) in the fast motion limit. We stress that Eq. (1)
is no longer valid outside the fast motion limit, namely when
T2 becomes of the order of τ (T ), a condition equivalent to
γN〈δBz〉τ � 1. Also, we have neglected in Eq. (1) a second
term of the form 1/(2T1) due to the transverse components of
the fluctuating local field [43]. The idea underlying the model
for the analysis of the wipe-out effect [38] is that on decreasing
the temperature the correlation time τ becomes longer and
longer and, as a consequence, the spin-spin relaxation time
shortens until it reaches the limiting value τd below which the
signal cannot be detected in our experimental setup. Being the
dipolar hyperfine field, and thus T2, dependent on the distance
r between the magnetic ions and the protons sites, τd is reached
by all the protons of the sample but with the ones closer to the
magnetic centers wiped-out first, leading to a gradual loss of
proton NMR signal. We summarize now the model adopted in
Ref. [38]. It is assumed a central magnetic ion surrounded by
a sphere containing a number n0 of protons in each molecule
at various distances, up to a maximum value R∗. The density
of 1H nuclei in each molecule is defined by the equation

ρ = n0
4
3π (R∗)3 . (2)

FIG. 4. 1H NMR normalized signal intensity multiplied by T and
plotted vs T for ErW10 at B = 3.46 T. The solid line is the best-fit to
the experimental data following Eq. (4) in the text.

At each specific temperature and value of the correlation
time, there are some protons having T −1

2 > 105 s−1 and located
within an ideal sphere whose critical radius rc depends on the
temperature. These 1H nuclei do not contribute to the detected
NMR signal. On the other hand, the number n(T ) of protons
outside this sphere and contributing to the signal intensity can
be quantified by the equation

n(T ) = n0

[
1 −

( rc

R∗
)3

]
. (3)

The value of the critical radius in Eq. (3) can be obtained
by setting T2 equal to τd in Eq. (1) and solving for rc. By
substituting in Eq. (3) the critical radius, one has for the fraction
of protons contributing to the NMR signal,

n(T )

n0
= 1 − γN

√
δμ2

e
√

τd

R∗3

√
τ (T ). (4)

In order to use Eq. (4) to fit the data, we adopt an Arrhenius-
like behavior for the correlation time τ = τ0 exp(�/T ), where
τ0 is a pre-exponential factor and � an activation energy.

The NMR signal at each temperature was obtained from
the exponential decay of the plot of the integral of the echo
signal intensity as a function of twice the time between the
two pulses of the Hahn sequence and extrapolating back the
echo intensity at τ = 0 with the assumption that the echo signal
follows a single-exponential decay over the whole time range.

The results are shown in Fig. 4 and fitted with Eq. (4)
by choosing as fitting parameters (〈δμ2

e〉)1/2/R∗3 = 557 G,
τ0 = 3 × 10−12 rad−1 s, and � = 170 K. The magnitude of the
parameter (〈δμ2

e〉)1/2/R∗3 expresses the local hyperfine field
felt by the proton site: the value obtained is comparable with
the local field which broadens the NMR line at low temperature
as shown in Fig. 2 and with measurements in other molecular
magnets [38,44]. A check of the consistency of our model
can be made by estimating the maximum radius R* from the
value of (〈δμ2

e〉)1/2/R∗3 obtained from the fit with Eq. (4).
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FIG. 5. 1H NMR spin-lattice relaxation rate T −1
1 as a function

of temperature for ErW10 at B = 3.46, 1.5, and 0.43 T. The peak
expected for NSLR and described by Eq. (5) cannot be reached by
the experimental points because of the wipe-out effect described in
the previous paragraph. The lines are best-fits of the experimental
data according to Eq. (5) with the fitting parameters summarized in
the text.

By assuming for the fluctuating moment the value of the
moment of the Er3+ ion in the J = 15/2 ground state, one
obtains R∗ = 5.5 Å. This value compares well with the average
distance of the protons in the water molecules from the central
Er3+ ion. In fact, the oxygen atoms of the water molecules
(see Fig. 1) are located at a distance from the Er3+ ion, which
ranges from a minimum of 4 Å to a maximum of 12 Å. The
pre-exponential factor and the activation energy were chosen
to be the same as the ones used in the fit of the NMR relaxation
rates as shown in Sec. III.

C. Proton T−1
1 results

The proton spin-lattice relaxation rate T −1
1 was measured

by applying a saturation recovery sequence of radio-frequency
pulses and monitoring the recovery of the nuclear magneti-
zation towards thermal equilibrium. The recovery curve of
the magnetization was found to be biexponential for all the
magnetic field applied and in the entire range of temperatures
investigated. At high temperatures the weight of the longer
component was less than 5% and thus it was disregarded and we
focused only on the first component of the exponential decay.
In the temperature region where the NMR signal decreases as
a result of the wipe-out effect [38], the relative weight of the
long decaying component increases but we kept neglecting it
since it arises from protons, which are far away from the Er3+
magnetic moments and thus do not convey any information
about the spin dynamics. The results of proton T −1

1 are shown
in Fig. 5 as a function of temperature and for different applied
magnetic fields. The measurements could not be extended to
low temperature because of the wipe-out effect [38] described
in the previous section. In order to analyze the results, we
adopt an expression for the spin-lattice relaxation, which has
proved to describe the behavior of T −1

1 in molecular magnets

[42,44–47]. The expression is derived from the general formula
of Moriya for nuclear relaxation in paramagnets [45] under
the simplifying assumption that the relaxation is driven by the
fluctuations of the local hyperfine field whose spectral density
is a simple Lorenzian characterized by a single correlation
time. Then, the expression of the nuclear spin-lattice relaxation
rate (NSLR) is

T −1
1 = A′(ωc(T ))

ω2
c (T ) + ω2

L

= AχT
ωc(T )

ω2
c (T ) + ω2

L

, (5)

where AχT is the mean square value of the fluctuations of the
transverse hyperfine field at nuclear sites, ωc(T ) = 2π/τ (T ) is
the correlation frequency, ωL is the Larmor frequency, and χ

is the uniform magnetic susceptibility expressed in emu/mol.
This model predicts a maximum in the NSLR as a function

of temperature when the correlation frequency of the fluctua-
tions becomes of the order of the Larmor frequency. As a matter
of fact, such a maximum has been observed in most of the
molecular nanomagnets previously investigated [42,46–48].
In our case, as shown in Fig. 5, the measurements cannot be
extended into the low temperature region, where the maximum
in T −1

1 is expected to occur, because of the loss of NMR signal,
i.e., the wipe-out effect [38] described in the previous section.
Nevertheless, one can obtain partial information about the
spin dynamics by fitting the high-temperature region where
the T −1

1 becomes magnetic field independent (see Fig. 5).
The high-temperature region corresponds to the so-called fast
motion regime, namely ωc 
 ωL, where Eq. (5) becomes
field independent. Thus the fits in Fig. 5 obtained from
Eq. (5) by assuming (ωc/2π )−1 = τ = τ0 exp(�/T ) cannot
determine separately the two parameters τ0 and A. The fitting
parameters AχT = 7 × 1013 s−2 rad2 emu K mol−1, τ0 = 3 ×
10−12 s rad−1, and � = 170 K, correspond to the longest τ0

consistent with the position of the peak and consequently
the smaller value of A and consistent with the ones found
for proton NMR in most molecular magnets [42,48]. The
term χT corresponds to an effective Curie constant and is
estimated to be C = 11.5 emu K mol−1 for the paramagnetic
Er3+ in the J = 15/2 ground state [30]. It is worth to note
that (i) the Arrhenius formula τ = τ0 exp(�/T ) has been used
on the basis of previous theoretical predictions and experi-
mental works [46–50]; (ii) the value � = 170 K represents a
high-temperature average activation energy, which is strictly
connected to the structure of the energy levels. More details
about the link among the energy levels and the behavior of
T −1

1 in the different temperature regimes will be given after
the presentation of the μ+SR results in the next section.

It should be remarked that alternative approaches can be
used to describe the nuclear (muon) spin-lattice relaxation in
molecular magnets. In Mn12, the NMR and μ+SR relaxation
data at low temperature were explained in terms of energy
exchange between the nucleus (muon) and the thermal fluc-
tuations of the magnetization in the ground state associated
with spin-phonon interactions [51]. In LiY0.998Ho0.002F4, the
nuclear relaxation was interpreted in terms of quasielastic
scattering with the lifetime broadened magnetic energy levels
of the Ho3+ magnetic ion [52]. In both cases, the expression for
the nuclear (muon) spin-lattice relaxation is similar to the one
adopted here although the meaning of the parameters involved
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FIG. 6. Time dependence of the muon asymmetry at three repre-
sentative temperatures in a longitudinal magnetic field of 0.05 T. The
black lines represent the best fits of the decay following the model
described in the text.

may be different as it will be further discussed in the last
paragraph.

As a consequence of the wipe-out effect [38], the maximum
expected in the proton NMR spin-lattice relaxation rate cannot
be observed. Hence, we performed μ+SR measurements. With
this technique one can measure very short muon spin-lattice
relaxation times, which occur at low temperatures when the
fluctuations of the magnetization become slow, i.e., of the order
of the inverse of the muon Larmor frequency.

III. μ+SR RESULTS

A. Asymmetry decay and internal magnetic fields

The μ+SR relaxation rates were measured as a function of
temperature in longitudinal magnetic fields of 0.05 and 0.2 T.
Some representative curves of the muon decay asymmetry are
shown in Fig. 6 for B = 0.05 T. Below approximately 15 K, a
peculiar dip in the muon asymmetry is observed (see Fig. 6),
as expected for a distribution of quasistatic magnetic fields at
the muon stopping site, which causes a coherent precession
of the spins of those muons with a component of their spin
polarization perpendicular to the local field.

The muon asymmetry Aμ(t) was fitted in the entire tem-
perature range for both applied longitudinal magnetic fields,
by means of a function expressed as a sum of three relaxing
components. Thus the fitting functions have been written as
follows:

For B = 0.05 T:

Aμ(t) = Afast exp(−λfastt)
β11 + AintermGKT(t,�KT)

× exp(−λintermt)β12 + Aslow exp(−λslowt)β13,

for T < 15 K,

while for T > 15 K, the second term is replaced by
Aintermexp(−λintermt)β12.

For B = 0.2 T (all temperatures):

Aμ(t) = Afast exp(−λfastt)
β21 + Ainterm exp(−λintermt)β22

+Aslow exp(−λslowt)β23.

FIG. 7. Temperature dependence of the precession frequencies
showing the onset of quasistatic local magnetic fields below 15 K.

In the above expressions, βii are stretched exponents, Afast = 5,
Ainterm = 15.8, Aslow = 2.7, and λfast, λinterm, and λslow are the
weights and the correspondent muon longitudinal relaxation
rates of three inequivalent groups of muons implanted at
different distances of the magnetic core: the fast component
corresponds to the muons nearest to the core, the intermediate
one to muons in intermediate position, and the slowest one
to muons far from the magnetic ions. Additionally, it should
be noted that (i) the fast component relaxation rate λfast is not
reported (and discussed) because its values fall, especially for
T � 30 K, within the deadtime of the μ+SR instrument; (ii) the
slowly relaxing component has a very low relative weight and
so the corresponding λslow (B, T ) curves will not be considered
in the following due to possible low statistical significance; it
should be, however, noted that the λslow versus T behavior at
the two applied fields (data not reported) is qualitatively similar
to the one of λinterm versus T ; (iii) the stretched exponents
βii assume values in the range 0.5 < β < 1 over the whole
T range for both applied fields; (iv) as shown above, for
T < 15 K, the “intermediate” relaxing component constitutes
a Kubo-Toyabe function GKT(t , �KT) [53] multiplied by a
stretched exponential. The “intermediate” component at short
times accounts for the behavior of the polarization of muons
feeling a distribution of magnetic local fields (of Gaussian or
Lorentzian shape, with FWHM equal to �KT) due to electronic
spins fluctuating with a frequency smaller than the muon
Larmor frequency, and its minimum measures the width �KT

of the distribution of the local fields at the muon site; at long
times, the stretched exponential behavior of the Ainterm(t) tail
is due to a slow dynamics of the local fields.

From the analysis of the polarization curves, we extracted
the distribution of the local field �KT and the muon relaxation
rate λinterm. As can be seen from Fig. 7, there is a progressive
onset of quasistatic local fields starting at about 15 K. The
width of the distribution reaches, at the lowest temperature
measured, a value of about �KT = 30 MHz corresponding
to δB ≈ 0.22 T. The onset of quasistatic local fields at low
temperature is indicative of a dynamical spin freezing of the
individual moments of the SMM along the magnetic anisotropy
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FIG. 8. Muon longitudinal relaxation rates plotted as a function
of temperature in a longitudinal magnetic field of 0.05 and 0.2 T.
The two lines correspond to the fit according to Eqs. (6) and (7) with
parameters discussed in the text.

axis arising from the zero field splitting of the Er3+J ground
state in a ligand field [30] in agreement with the NMR spectra
at low temperature.

B. Muon spin-lattice relaxation rate

Any fluctuation in the magnitude of the internal local fields
results in a decay of the muon asymmetry function described
by the relaxation parameter λ, which is the muon equivalent
of the proton spin-lattice relaxation rate T −1

1 described in the
previous section.

The results for the temperature dependence of the muon
spin-lattice relaxation (SLR) λ are shown in Fig. 8. As can
be seen, for the 0.05-T longitudinal magnetic field, i.e., νμ =
6.7769 MHz, there is a maximum around 18 K corresponding
to fluctuations of the magnetization in the frequency range
of the muon Larmor frequency. At 0.2-T longitudinal applied
field, the muon Larmor frequency is higher and consequently
the maximum appears at higher temperature.

If one fits the data in Fig. 8 by using Eq. (5) and the same
parameters used to fit the proton NMR relaxation or even
different parameters, the fit is only qualitative. In fact, Eq. (5) is
based on a phenomenological model where all fluctuations of
the magnetization are described by a single correlation time and
the corresponding effective average activation energy. Such an
oversimplified model can work on a limited temperature range
as for the NMR data in Figs. 4 and 5. However, a quantitative
fit over the whole temperature range requires a more detailed
model in which one takes into account the different magnetic
energy levels of the SMM. We will adopt here the model
that has been successful in describing the thermal fluctua-
tions in the magnetic ground state of the molecular cluster
Mn12 [51].

For the ErW10 system investigated here, the levels are the
crystal field split MJ levels of the J = 15/2 Er3+ magnetic
ground state [30]. According to a recent report [54], the ground
state is MJ = ±13/2, the first excited state is MJ = ±1/2

FIG. 9. Scheme of the energy levels for J = 15/2 erbium in
ErW10 complex according to Ref. [54].

at 30 K above the ground state and higher excited states are
found at 96, 122, 199, and 268 K. A complete scheme of the
energy levels is shown in Fig. 9. The vertical arrows indicate
the allowed spin-phonon transitions from the ground state and
first excited state.

Muon (nuclear) spin-lattice relaxation involves the ex-
change of a small quantum of Zeeman energy with the “lattice”
and is thus possible only because a lifetime broadening of
the magnetic energy levels of the Er3+ ion is present. In the
framework of the weak collision approximation [43,45], the
above “scattering” process can be described in terms
of the correlation function of the transverse component of the
time-dependent hyperfine field at the muon (nuclear) site. In
our case, the hyperfine interaction is the muon (nuclear) dipolar
interaction with the magnetic moment of the Er3+ ion and
the time dependence comes from the changes of orientation
of the Er3+ magnetic moment due to transitions among the
differentMJ levels (see Fig. 9). Following Ref. [51], we assume
an exponential correlation function for the hyperfine field
with correlation frequency ωMj corresponding to a Lorentzian
broadening of the MJ sublevel. We can then write

1

T1
(λ) = A

Z

∑
MJ

exp
(

EMJ

kBT

)
ωMJ

ω2
MJ

+ ω2
L

, (6)

where Z is the partition function and the sum is over the few
low-lying magnetic energy levels. The correlation frequency
ωMj is the reciprocal of the lifetime broadening of the cor-
responding energy level and is expressed [51] as the sum of
spin-phonon transition probabilities, which will be assumed
to be given by an exponential form with an activation barrier
given by the separation of the magnetic energy levels:

ωMJ
= ω0exp

(
−�MJ

kBT

)
+ ω′

0exp

(
−�MJ′

kBT

)
+ . . . . (7)

The experimental results in Fig. 8 are fitted by using Eqs. (6)
and (7) by considering only the ground-state level ±13/2 and
the first excited state ±1/2 separated by 30 K. By using the
energy level scheme and the energy separation given in Fig. 9,
we express the correlation frequency in terms of the energy
separation whereby the ground-state ±13/2 is connected by
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FIG. 10. Comparison of the spin-lattice relaxation rates for proton
NMR and for μ+SR at different magnetic fields. The lines are fitting
curves according to Eqs. (6) and (7) with the set of parameters
discussed in the text.

the allowed selection rule to the excited state ±15/2 at 96 K
and the other excited state ±11/2 at 199 K, while the first
excited state ±1/2 is connected to the state ±3/2 at 92 K and
to the state ±15/2 at 238 K.

The fit is shown by the two curves in Fig. 8. By using the
energy separations given in literature, there are only two fitting
parameters, i.e., A, which is the amplitude of the hyperfine
interaction, and ω0, which is the strength of the spin-phonon
interaction, assumed to be proportional to the cube of the
energy separation of the transition considered [51].

Thus ω0’ is assumed to be the same as ω0 simply rescaled
as the cube of the energy separation. The fit (see Fig. 8) is
good by assuming A = 1.6 × 1015 s−2 rad2 emu K mol−1 and
ω0 = 2 × 1010 Hz rad. The deviation of the relaxation data λ

from the fitting curve at very low temperature is due to the
fact that when the spin freezing is reached, the weak collision
approach, which Eqs. (5) and (6) rely on, is no longer valid. In
Fig. 10, we show the comparison of the NMR and the μ+SR
relaxation data over the whole temperature and magnetic field
range. It is remarkable that both sets of data seem to be
reproduced reasonably well by Eqs. (6) and (7) with the same
set of parameters used to fit the μ+SR except for the strength
of the interaction A = 5 × 1013 s−2 rad2 emu K mol−1, which
is less for the protons due to the smaller gyromagnetic
ratio with respect to the muons. The strength of the aver-
age square fluctuating hyperfine field at the proton (muon)
site determined by the constant A in the longitudinal rate,
Eq. (6), resulted in Aproton = 5 × 1013 s−2 rad2 emu K mol−1

and Amuon = 160 × 1013 s−2 rad2 emu K mol−1 leading to
(Amuonγ

2
N/Aprotonγ

2
μ)1/2 = 3.2. Since, for dipolar interaction,

A should scale with the square of the gyromagnetic ratio γ ,
the value obtained indicates that the implanted muons must be,
on the average, closer to the magnetic center than the protons.
This conclusion is in agreement with what found from the static
measurements discussed above.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We investigated the spin dynamics of the SIM system
[Er(W5O18)2]9− in a wide temperature range for different
applied magnetic fields, by means of NMR and μ+SR spec-
troscopy and relaxation. From experimental measurements,
the NMR absorption spectra and the longitudinal relaxation
rates 1/T1 (NMR) and λ (μ+SR) versus T and B have been
measured, thus giving information on static and dynamic local
magnetic properties of the compound.

As concerns the static properties, both NMR broadening
and μ+SR asymmetry decay functions indicate the onset of
local quasistatic fields below 10 K. Their order of magnitude
reaches, at the lowest temperature, about 0.1 T for NMR
(see Fig. 2) and 0.2 T for μ+SR (see Fig. 7). These local
fields are of the correct order of magnitude for proton (muon)
nuclear-electron dipolar interaction, whereby the larger value
for muons should be due to shorter distances, on average, of
the implanted muons from the Er3+ moment than the protons.
The broadening of the 1H (muon) static local field distribution
as a function of temperature is very gradual, because the
condensation of the system in the ground state occurs slowly
when temperature is decreased and the higher energy levels are
depopulated.

Regarding the dynamical magnetic properties, both NMR
and μ+SR spin-lattice relaxation indicate the slowing down of
the fluctuations of the magnetization with an Arrhenius-type
law on approaching the spin freezing temperature, defined
as the temperature below which the fluctuation time of the
electronic spins becomes firstly of the order of, and subse-
quently progressively longer than, the inverse of the Larmor
precession frequency of the proton (muon). The fit of the proton
NMR and μ+SR longitudinal relaxation rates vs T at higher
temperatures can be described reasonably well by using a
thermally activated law with a single correlation time: τ (T) =
3 × 10−12 exp (170/T ). However, in order to fit the relaxation
data over the whole temperature and field range, one has to
use a more detailed model, which takes into account the Er3+
energy levels and their separation. We have shown in Figs. 8
and 10 that by using the model in Ref. [51] and the energy
level separation given in Ref. [54], there is a good agreement for
both proton NMR and μ+SR relaxation. This is a confirmation
of the validity of the energy level scheme in Ref. [54] with
a broadening of the levels due to spin-phonon transitions
among the Er3+ MJ sublevels. It should be remarked that the
application of an external magnetic field is expected to mix
different MJ substates and thus spin-phonon transitions with
�MJ greater than ±1, ±2 could contribute. The calculation
of this second-order contribution is a complex theoretical
endeavor and although it may improve somewhat the theo-
retical fits, it would not provide additional information about
spin-phonon transition probabilities in view of the uncertainty
in the experimental results. One should mention that in the
very low-temperature study of the susceptibility measurements
[31], it was found that the magnetization-relaxation process is
governed by an Arrhenius-type law with an activation energy
� = 55.2 K. Furthermore, in Ref. [32], it was shown that at
very low temperature (4 K) the magnetization of the Er3+ ion
can only reverse its spin via quantum tunneling processes. In
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the tunneling regime, the relaxation time becomes temperature
independent. It would be interesting to investigate the tunneling
regime by NMR (μ+SR) where the spin-lattice relaxation is
driven by a strong collision and gives a direct measurement
of the tunneling frequency [55]. However, a warning has to
be given for what concerns the eventual flattening of the
μ+SR relaxation rate λ(T), due to the effect of tunnelling:
this effect have been evidenced in more than one paper [49]
on very different molecular clusters and recently shown in a
more complete way in Ref. [50], but its physical origin is still
subject of debate and not attributable with certainty to quantum
effects.
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